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SDL_Mixer: SDL_Mixer
doesn't exist When running the
GDB test application, I receive
the following error message
When I attempt to open the
Python console I receive the
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following error I'm running
Xcode 5.1.1 and SDL 1.2.12. A:
To get rid of this error: Edit
Preferences / Languages &
Frameworks / Debug
Information / Generate Debug
Symbols and check the box for
the SDK. A: Run the application
in the simulator, then when it
crashes, go to Xcode's "Devices"
panel, select your device, and
choose the "Show" button next
to "Remote Dev. A: Try adding
a new run configuration. Xcode
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-> Open Developer Tool -> New
Scheme... -> Select "Product"
and then "iPhone". Under
"Arguments", add -id'sdl2.mac'
and -l 'libSDL2.dylib' and hit
'Run'. You may get a warning
that says "This device does not
support Remote debugging".
This is OK, because it's already
running in the simulator. Now
try running the executable again.
It will crash again, but this time
the console will pop up.
Fibrosing variant of scleroderma
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(FVC). A white young woman
developed progressive
thickening of her fingers and a
"bump" on the anterior surface
of her left leg with thickening of
the skin in sun-exposed areas.
All these lesions had
histopathologic features that
were consistent with
scleroderma. There was no
history of Raynaud's syndrome,
sclerodactyly, sclerodema, or
other features of scleroderma.
The lesions, however, were
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consistent with fibrosing variant
of s 2d92ce491b
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